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Believe in values, 

Choose innovation!

We are a service agency providing solutions with high

technological innovation.

With more than 600 professionals forming our big family

and with 12 field offices around Italy, we support our

costumers with expertise and passion in the sensitive

process of Digital Transformation.

Our solutions integrate Artificial Intelligence with other

technologies (blockchain, Cloud, Data Science, Internet

of Things) and span from robotics to satellite systems,

from visual analysis systems to semantic search engines

and machine learning.

We believe in future and Digital Innovation to make life

easier for everybody in our country, not only through the

simplification of the production and organizational

processes governing business, but also of cultural, social

and creative processes. Achieving this in a new, efficient,

creative and ethical way is a key factor that promotes our

idea of innovation.

We believe that an idea can be successful only if it

creates a real and measurable value: this principle

represents the foundation of our work, day by day, along

with our customers.



FAIRNESS 

WE BELIEVE IN WORK ETHICS, THEREFORE IN SHARING GOALS 

AND HAVING A GENUINE RELATIONSHIP WITH OUR WORK 
PARTNERS.

WE THINK THAT THE WELL-BEING OF PEOPLE IS REFLECTED 

POSITIVELY ON THE ECOSYSTEM AS A WHOLE. THE 

CONTRIBUTION OF EVERYONE IS AN ADDED VALUE FOR THE 

TEAM.

HONESTY

INTEGRITY 

FOCUS ON PEOPLE

VALUES



The Facets of TopNetwork
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R&D Laboratory

Dedicated to research and development activities. The laboratory

combines technological skills and creativity to turn research ideas

into solutions for the problems of our customers using a tailor

made approach.

Toptechnology

Specialized in designing and producing systems and services for

digitization and energy efficiency.

The goals of Toptechnology are: optimizing the production

processes through monitoring and connectivity; improving the

environmental comfort; supplementing active and passive security

through centralized management platforms, integrated with the AI.

AKT

AKT (Advanced Knowledge and Technology) is the IT academy of

TopNetwork, accredited to Regione Lazio, specialized in vocational

training of young wannabe professionals. The approach consists in

creating IT profiles with all the required skills to make them

immediately eligible for the labour market.

Encompasses all the expertise and technologies supporting the

productive force of TopNetwork according to a modern approach to

development and to the use of software and smart processes.
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Modern Software Factory



REVENUE

Behind every successful business 

there is somebody who made a 

bold decision.



ACEA

AEROPORTI DI ROMA

ALFASIGMA

BANCA D’ITALIA

COMUNE DI SIRACUSA

ENEL

EXPO 2015

IBM ITALIA SPA

INVITALIA

LEONARDO

MM SPA METROPOLITANA MILANESE

GRUPPO LUKOIL IN ITALIA

MINISTERO DELLA GIUSTIZIA

OSPEDALE CRISTO RE

OCTO TELEMATICS

SACE

SAVE THE CHILDREN ITALIA ONLUS

SENATO DELLA REPUBBLICA

SERVIZI AMMINISTRATIVI REAL ESTATE

TELECOM ITALIA SPARKLE

TIM

UNIVERSITÀ DI BOLOGNAFEDERCONSUMATORI

POSTE ITALIANE

MAIN CUSTOMERS
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Technological partners



OUR ADDED VALUE SERVICES

IT SERVICES MANAGEMENT (ITSM, ITAM, ITIL, NOC/SOC)

AXIOS, IVANTI, CENTERITY, MICROFOCUS, GALOOLI

MIGRATION TO CLOUD (DATA AND PROCESSES)

VERITAS, MS AZURE, CAST

MULTICLOUD AND HYPER-CONVERGED IT INFRASTRUCTURE

VERITAS, NUTANIX, VMWARE

DATA MANAGEMENT

PB, MONGODB, GALOOLI, VERITAS

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION

AGILE, DEVOPS, MICROSERVICES, MOBILE, CAST
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USE CASE
COMPANY FOR AIRPORT MANAGEMENT

TnWorkSpace an Enterprise class solution, on premise or in cloud, to

book meeting rooms, desks, services (i.e. catering and parkings) and

shared technologies.

In addition to the features to book resources, it offers the digitized

management of visitors (expected, arrived, last minute), their allocation to

one or more meetings, and printing of personal badges.

REQUEST

The company needed a system to manage and book business

assets like meeting rooms, desks, work spaces, parking areas and

ancillary services, and that could be integrated with main solutions

for rooms and signage, and also systems for security management,

access control, video conferencing.

SOLUTION

TnWorkSpace has been adapted in the field offices of the company,

where it employs about 6,000 workers. The solution ensures

complete coverage of all the system requirements set by the

company.

The flexibility of resources and services that can be implemented,

along with the management of the so-called add-on services of the

resources that can be booked, are a strong point of our booking

system.

At the booking stage, the services can be customized, simplifying

the user experience and decreasing times also for complex

bookings. 9
9

Customizable app for 

iOS and Android

9

Report for 

performance 

analysis

Integrated

with Outlook

It allows integration with video conference systems and touch 

panels to book and verify the availability of the room.

TnWorkSpace is an open solution, with a strong customer-

oriented approach and with a flexible and customizable 

workflow.



PRIME CONTRACTOR

SUBCONTRACTOR 1 

THE SUPPLY CHAIN OF LEGALILEO

SUBCONTRACTOR 2 SUBCONTRACTOR 3 PEOPLE VEHICLES

PEOPLE PEOPLE PEOPLE 

VEHICLES
VEHICLES VEHICLES

Legalileo offers an instant 

visualization of the supply 

chain for the companies, 

vehicles and people that will be 

involved.

Simplifies the 

work for 

contracting 

authorities

Ensures

utmost

transparency

Promotes data 

centralization

Guarantees 

security and 

data storage

Legalileo is the system conceived for all the contracting authorities that 

adhere to the Legal compliance protocol.

The solution makes easy to gather documents and information solicited to the 

companies that are the successful bidders in a tender notice.

Every successful bidding company submits to the platform all the information 

needed to obtain the anti-mafia certifications by the prefecture.



REQUEST

In January 2017, at an important Italian prefecture, the

legal compliance protocol was signed, in order to

prevent and contain the attempts by the organized

crime to infiltrate the works related to the “New railway

connection between the main railway station of the

regional capital and a suburban town station.”

SOLUTION

A regional authority purchased the latest release of

Legalileo (with open architecture based on the dotnet

framework) to manage the contracts according to its own

legal compliance protocol, to send documentation to the

prefecture and to oversee the widespread construction

yard to build the metro service for the regional capital.

USE CASE
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
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USE CASE

TnSafe is a solution conceived to monitor and manage in a complete a simple

way all the obligations in terms of health and security for all the workplaces as

per Decreto Legislativo 81/08.

The model for the processes follows the basic elements of the guidelines

provided by the voluntary standard OHSAS 18001. In this regard, the system

aims to be a valid support or certified companies or others that might want to

take the path to certify themselves.

TnSafe is achieved with completely open-source architecture that frees the users

from the costs incurred through buying the basic technologies (database,

operating system, web server). To be used, it requires just the Intranet/Internet.

TnSafe is available as an indefinite user license or is SAAS mode (Software as a

service).

SOLUTION

The company purchased the multi-company version to allow it to cooperate with all the

25 different agencies of management offices, in order to manage security based on the

D.Lgs: 81/2008 and produce about 500 risk evaluation documents.

REQUEST

A concession company for motorway sections needed a tool able to produce, organize

and manage documents related to working activities, risk evaluation and prevention

measures. The company is particularly focused on the problems connected to the

security for workplaces, also related to the need of coordination required by the

corporate structure, composed by more than 20 firms and 7,000 employees.
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Dematerializes

documents

12

Simplifies the 

safety

procedures

improves

company 

opinion
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The start-up to the system is simple: usually, the critical phase entails the 

passage from the information in their destructured form to the structured form 

managed by  TnSafe. Our consultants, in accordance with the customer, can 

supply “interpretation” for the provided documents and transfer the content of 

said documents into the system. Start-up times are reduced and the launch is 

absolutely linear.

COMPANY FOR MANAGEMENT OF MOTORWAY SECTIONS

The software supports companies in safeguarding workers’ health and safety, in 

managing and assessing risks, in drafting documents (DVR and DUVRI), in 

continuous training of workers.



Agreataly is the solution for the integrated management of the agricultural supply chain 

that allows the digitization of all the data required to trace back the agricultural 

produce,  giving the chance to go back from the food on the shelf to its history, starting 

from the first  interventions on the field.

Promotes and supports the adherence to the norms for the individual companies 

(Regulation EC n. 1782/03).

Facilitates the integration of the supply chain involving Technical Assistance 

Centers and care services on the field, through the use of innovative technologies 

for the agricultural sector (GIS and Smartphone).

An important association of producers of EVO oil, with about 300,000

members, needed a system that could monitor the supply chain from the

moment when the products were delivered to the olive press. The

association needed also the component related to the traceability of the

field information and the management of «cross compliance» (Regulation

(EC) n. 1782/2003 of the Council and Regulation n. 796/2004 of the

Commission).

After a test started in 2018, the association decided to integrate Agreataly in

its monitoring system, using it as a production platform to register all the

information related to activities in the field (prescriptions, implementations,

crop forecast, etc.), in order to have a system of traceability-quality that

manages all the stages of the supply chain.

During 2020 it’s been scheduled a field test of «smart traps» produced by

TopNetwork and integrated with the platform for an «automated» monitoring

of infestation by olive fruit fly.

USE CASE
EVO PRODUCERS CONSORTIUM

REQUEST

SOLUTION



Youmble is a suite of automotive solutions, perfect for

connectivity and managing data in real time, that includes a

proprietary IoT platform, automotive-oriented, modern and

scalable, the FIDELITY system, conceived to answer to the

requests of the Automotive world, and a mobile app for the end

customer.

A one only solution that offers services of Fleet Management,

Black Box, satellite anti-theft alarm, active CRM, eCall, Telemetry,

remote diagnostics.

Through the use of an electronic device aboard the vehicle (black-

box), Youmble can constantly monitor its geographical position.

It is able to collect and manage also additional and diagnostic

data, creating active alarms and/or reports of use.

YOUMBLE DESIGN IDEAS
Management of an automotive fleet for passenger transport

It is possible to monitor parameters like position, fuel level, drive-style of the driver and stops. The

system is also capable to manage the history of the different rides, that can be integrated with the

billing system, and also predictive maintenance, i.e. the conditions of the vehicles in order to predict

when a malfunction is going to happen.

Management of a heavy goods vehicles for freight transport, through monitoring of

parameters like position, fuel level, working hours of the driver, stop and travel times

both by day and night, in order to comply to the parameters of the relevant legislation.

Constant compliance to those parameters is allowed by special devices that are

integrated with the on-board tachograph and with the CAN-Bus of the vehicle



REQUEST

A company operating in the oil sector needed a system for

mandatory education of visitors who were accessing the plants for

the first time.

Such system had to guarantee a quick learning of all the

necessary information to move safely inside the structure.

USE CASE

SOLUTION

BitLearn was acquired by the company and made available to the

reception for the education (about 10 minutes) provided to visitors

on their first access to the plants.

The application is installed on a tablet and offers content split in

three question packages, for a total of 20 questions with videos,

infographics and mini-games.

The questions are conceived and developed to help the user, to

accompany him/her to the highest level of learning.

BitLearn is an innovative platform that combines education and

learning: the tool is aimed to micro-learning and takes advantage

on the entertaining features of the game to convert learning in a

challenge for the user.

The system offers educational content as quizzes, mini-games,

videos, pictures and infographics.

An intuitive back-end full of features allows to manage content and

questions, and measuring the efficacy of educational activities

thanks to powerful analysis tools and to the results achieved by the

users.

Inside the system it’s also possible to define questionnaires, useful

as feedback tools for the learning process.



BIOMETRIC AND 

GROUND/WATER/AIR OBSTACLE 

RECOGNITION

AERIAL, TERRESTIAL 

AND MARINE ROBOTICS 

INTEGRATED ON IOT 

PLATFORM

SMART 

AGRICOLTURE 

& HEALTH

DRONES FOR 

AUTONOMOUS DRIVE 

AND PRECISION 

LANDING LESS THAN 

1 CM

SOLUTIONS USABLE 

THROUGH APPS ON 

SMARTPHONE, CHATBOT 

AND VIRTUAL ASSISTANTS

ANALYSIS AND 

PREDICTIVE 

MAINTENANCE
HUMAN MOVEMENT AND 

BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS

NANO-SATELLITES 

AND PROJECTS OF 

CONSTELLATIONS 

AND LAUNCHERS

MULTI-SPECTRAL 

CAMERA 

ANALYSIS

LANGUAGE 

PROCESSING AND 

SEMANTIC 

DISCRIMINATION

INFRASTRUCTURE 

MONITORING

INTEGRABLE ROAD TOTEMS

(AIR AND ROAD SURFACE 

MONITORING, SMART 

CONNECTIVITY, HANGAR FOR 

DRONE LANDING, WIFI, STREET 

LIGHTING, ETC)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IS IN 

ALL OUR SOLUTIONS

We invest in research, development, testing, education,

integrating AI with other technologies (i.e. Blockchain, Cloud,

Data Science, Internet of Things, Robotics).

We study and evaluate the needs of our customers even before

suggesting suitable technological solutions, focusing on cost

optimization, product innovation, revenue increase and

organizational efficiency.

.



FLEXIBILITY
• Management in multi-tenant mode

• Management of the devices through web console or through the APIs

• Management of alarms, automation and commands sent to sensors based on scripting

• Possibility to extend automation in plug-in mode

• Object-oriented management of devices with the possibility of defining  inheritable common 

features

• Hierarchical management of user profile with fine-grain control on visibility and a specific user 

profile dedicated to monitoring

INTEGRATION
• Compatibility with the most widespread IoT protocols (i.e. MQTT)

• Possibility of communication with domotics devices (Alexa, GoogleHome)

• Compatibility with several automotive protocols (i.e. Teltonika, GoSafe, Ulbotech)

• Extension to proprietary protocols in plug-in mode

• Possibility of unlimited interaction by external systems through APIs

SCALABILITY
• Use of state-of-the-art tools to manage big data

• Vertical scalability guaranteed by using modern and light tools

• Horizontal scalability guaranteed by a diffused architecture based on parallelizable microservices

INTERNET OF INTELLIGENT THINGS
The features explained in the integration and scalability sections simplify the use of complex 

algorithms based on artificial intelligence. This aspect represents an evolution of the simple IoT 

platform that in this way becomes capable of managing “smart” devices and automation.

The AI4 platform is able to monitor and analyze any type of object with

uniform management: in this way, objects such as vehicles, people and

infrastructures (stationary or even in motion if equipped with geo-

referenced systems) are managed in a harmonious way, regardless of

their distinguishing features. Therefore, an organization accessing the

platform has a simplified management of the IOT devices to be

monitored, and it is able to analyze the produced data, and develop

vertical solutions based on AI or other technologies.

FEATURESPLATFORM



BENEFITS
Management of a smart warehouse

The solution allows handling, positioning and tracking of the stored goods through the use of 

sensors, cameras with AI and usage of blockchain. Through the behavioral analysis, it is 

possible to monitor the activities carried out by the staff on goods that are in deposits, 

warehouses and generally spaces dedicated to organization and storage. All non-authorized 

actions are promptly reported in real time through notifications and alerts.

Thanks to the Artificial Intelligence that lends itself to be integrated with existing 

software and devices of any nature, the solution controls in a simple and systematic 

way the access of people/things to specific areas.

Access control and video surveillance

• Security and inalterability of acquired data thanks to blockchain

• Optimization of storage volumes

• H24 tracking and monitoring of the position of the goods

• Identification of suspicious behavior through behavioral analysis

• Alert in real time with video history

• Control of critical areas and decrease of accidents at work

• IoT platform for an integrated management of the systems

FEATURES

• Controls in a simple and systematic way the access of people and/or things to specific 

areas;

• Verifies if the access is by a person/good authorized for that specific area/time;

• Identifies if the current actions are suitable and carried out in the correct way, in 

compliance to the guidelines;

• Verifies the correct use of personal protective equipment;

• Activates an alarm to the customer’s choice, in order to:

o receive an alert of what happened in real time on smartphone, tablet, pc, etc.

o receive the video related to the event, automatically recorded by the AI

o establish contact through chat, to request specific actions to the AI



SOLUTION

In addition to a smart management of the warehouse

and tracking the location of goods, ai4stock controls the

authorized personnel, monitor their behavior and sends

real time alert in case of any suspicious anomaly.

Finally, it is scalable and flexible thanks to the

technologies used for it: the AI allows the automatic

resolution of problems that require decision-making and

learning skills, Rfid to identify the goods, the blockchain

to guarantee data security, and robots and cameras for

surveillance.

REQUEST

Having a surveillance system for the goods in

warehouses/places of safekeeping, to be integrated with the

existing management tools, that detects the location of the

goods in the stocking areas and that might control possible

authorized handling.

Additionally, carry out local surveillance activities, required to

limit access to the authorized personnel and detect possible

suspicious handling, generating automatic alerts or simply

providing help for periodical audits of the inventory.

The solution must also guarantee some simple scalability

and flexibility in order to be easily adapted to ensure en

equivalent service also to open-air stocking areas like, for

example port or airport areas.

USE CASE
SERVICE COMPANY FOR THE 

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION



REQUEST

A transport company uses 4Stock: the entire life cycle

of the container is organized, followed, managed and

regulated by an Artificial Intelligence, that interacts both

with other technologies and with operators, simplifying

the management.

SOLUTION

• Traceability of the container (transport documents, location inside that

space, content, hazardous goods, repositioning of location);

• Control of specific areas and verification of authorized access by people

and/or vehicles through cameras;

• Verification of valid authorization for specific areas/times;

• Analysis of the compliance of the actions to the guidelines, like for example

if the repositioning of the container is allowed;

• Verification of the correct use of personal protective equipment;

• Notification of detected anomalies with real time alerts.

USE CASE
MANAGEMENT OF A 

COMMERCIAL PORT



ADVANTAGESSmart bus shelters for a sustainable city

The system is composed by bus shelters equipped with smart cameras 

able to analyze the bus stops and their context (presence and type of 

users, waiting times, exceptional circumstances). The collected data are 

processed on a IoT platform to guarantee a dynamic and efficient 

management of the bus fleet.

INFOMOBILITY 

GUARANTEED BY THE 

PRESENCE OF  DISPLAY

OPTIMIZATION OF 

THE DISTRIBUTION 

OF VEHICLES

CONSTANT 

MONITORING OF 

EMISSIONS

POSSIBILITY TO 

REQUEST A 

QUICK 

INTERVENTION

DECREASE IN 

OPERATING COSTS

BIOMETRIC 

RECOGNITION IN 

ACCORDANCE WITH 

PRIVACY 

REGULATIONS



Recognition and monitoring of illegal 

discharges in inland waters or sea

The solution entails the use of aerial and underwater robots able to 

collaborate and identify illegal discharges in water basins. Thanks to a 

sophisticated system of trained neural networks, the software cross-

references data from thermal imager and multi-spectrum camera to 

create hazard maps.

Ability to evaluate 

large areas and 

complex 

landscapes

Possibility to 

integrate 

sensors of 

various kinds
Swarming (robot 

work system, 

integrated and 

collaborative)

Analysis and 

processing of 

data with real 

time 

communication

Quick and 

frequent 

routine 

inspections



Semantic recognition with AI

Applying the AI to a web crawler, we got a tool able to distinguish the 

content of a web site at a semantic level.

Typical usage: research of illegal sites in a given category.

Variability of the 

search parameters

Identification of 

illegal/illicit cases
Removal of 

unfair

competition

Quick 

execution

ADVANTAGES

Systematic 

monitoring to 

protect one’s 

own business



The AI to manage farming

Autonomous control system for farming and agricultural production, 

based on software and hardware components managed by the AI: 

drones and ground robots with their own missions, hangar with battery 

recharge and precision landing, predictive and prescriptive analysis, 

IoT platform.

ADVANTAGES

Sicurezza e 

gestione 

unificata dei 

device

Verify presence

of 

phytopathology

Monitoring and 

analysis of the 

state of health 

of the crops

Recognizing various 

kinds of parasites 

and intercepting 

their attack on 

crops in real time

Prediction of 

water 

requirement, 

fertilizers and 

pesticides

Analysis and 

optimization of the 

physical/chemical 

optimization of the 

agricultural production



Management of complex and high 

hazard industrial areas

The system integrates smart robots like drones and, where appropriate, fixed 

cameras to monitor pipes or machinery to detect water leaks or spillage of of

oily substances. The data gathered with routine inspections (images in various 

wavelengths, i.e. visible, infrared, etc.) are cross-referenced with context data 

and technical specification, to guarantee an efficient predictive maintenance.

Capacità di 

valutazione di 

aree estese e 

paesaggi 

complessi

Possibilità di 

integrare 

sensori di 

varia natura

Swarming

(sistema di 

lavoro dei robot 

integrato e 

collaborativo)

Analisi ed 

elaborazione 

dei dati con 

comunicazione 

in real time
Ispezioni 

periodiche 

veloci e 

frequenti

Environmental

protection

Reducing

accidents at

work Quick and 

frequent routing 

inspections
Cost reduction

Instant 

detection of 

possible 

leaks



Axios provides innovative solutions of IT Service Management (ITSM) and IT Operations Management (ITOM). These solutions 

help the customers to improve infrastructure operations and service delivery adopting a new way of working,  freed from the 

complexity of technology and IT management processes.

The platform, that can be accessed by all the users of the company, is simple and intuitive, and allows to deliver services in an 

effective and efficient way.

Assyst, our main ITSM and ITOM solution, is based on the ITIL® framework to help solving business challenges of customers inside

the organization.

REQUEST

Facing a new operative model that was quickly growing, the 

company sensed that, in order to satisfy the needs of its 

customers, it was necessary to move from their previous 

phone system to a new platform. One of the main challenges 

of this evolution entailed the parting of the company from a 

long-term partnership with a supplier in favor of multi-

sourcing.

SOLUTION

Through gradual implementation and evolution of assyst,

the company got a significant gain in the operations of its

Service Desk and e in particular of the Service Desk for its

financial advisors. The project produced several

advantages, including shorter times for the resolution of

accidents, a better quality service and a greater

involvement of suppliers that provide specialized

assistance. The most important result was the increase in

the number of suppliers to improve the level of expertise

to manage complex accidents in a more efficient way.

USE CASE
CONSULTING AND ASSET MANAGEMENT COMPANY



USE CASES

REQUEST

During an internal reorganization, an Italian

retail company needed to identify, among all of

their services to the customers, those that

could be managed automatically. Two flagship

services of the company are the Helpdesk

(with the related assistance process of 1st,

2nd and 3rd level) and on site maintenance.

The company chose the Ivanti Service Desk

for the IT Service Management (ITSM). The

solution works as a the only point of reference

for the customers, for the management of any

problem that impacts on the management of

the stores. Thanks to the Ivanti Service Desk

solution, the company is able to provide the

whole management of the entire assistance

service in Italy.

REQUEST

SOLUTION

Ivanti is a system for the complete management of hardware and 

software assets, through modules that can be integrated and 

configured.

The goal is to provide a quick and unique view of the environment in 

real time to help the companies to improve their processes, as well 

as communication and response times. This allows to take priority 

actions to improve security and user productivity.

THE STRENGTH OF UNIFIED IT

Sicurezza e 

gestione 

unificata dei 

device

IT assets 

management

Security and 

unified 

management of 

the devices

IT services 

management

Automated

software 

distribution

Users 

management 

(Boarding 

on/off)

RETAIL COMPANY

CONSUMER COOPERATIVE

SOLUTION

The goal of the cooperative was to

standardize structures and processes, but

also to identify better models and

management tools. There was the need to

manage and monitor the IT environment from

a single platform, with a focus on the devices

provided to employees.

The cooperative adopted the Ivanti

Management Suite and Patch Manager

solutions for its 7,000 systems. Since it’s

able to integrate with several existing IT

solutions, the Ivanti Management Suite

allows them to manage all their users’

devices from a single solution, unified for

the management of endpoints.



USE CASE

Centerity is an AIOps (Artificial Intelligence for IT Operations) platform that provides dynamic visualization

about the health of the existing hardware and software components and monitors their status in real time.

It is composed by management dashboard for real time analysis and advanced management of SLA and

critical processes.

Tracking tools allow to gather logs, events, metrics and relations that isolate malfunctions in apps,

operative systems, infrastructures, and cloud resources.

REQUEST

The company provides cloud services, managed and hosted both in the

Netherlands and in Europe. Customers come from all vertical sectors including

banks, transport, finance, construction, government, oil gas and health care. The

company used a wide array of monitoring tools, and had several internal and

external departments with different areas of expertise, with the resulting increase

of data silos and the isolation of technological domains, creating complexity in the

provision of the service.

Centerity, with its enterprise and carrier class solution, proved easy to integrate

and able to quickly create dynamic views for business services and offering at the

same time federate scalability and multi-tenant operation. Centerity was quickly

implemented and allowed to achieve positively superior TTV, TCO and ROI.

Adopting Centerity, the company reached an unprecedented visibility in the

metrics of performance, warnings, and service levels, and now it is able to get

information about the state of business processes and the impact of infrastructure

on critical applications.

IT SERVICES AND TELECOMMUNICATION COMPANY IN THE NETHERLANDS

SOLUTION



Spectrum Spatial (SS) is a web mapping application ready to use that offers an easy access to 

information and in-depth analysis in a spatial context.

Simple and 

quick in 

publishing 

maps and 

data

Same user 

interface for 

all devices

Unlimited 

users and 

maps (license 

based on core)

Secure 

data and 

user 

access

Integration 

with Spatial

DB

User 

customization

Configurability

through web-

tool

Features 

can be 

enabled for 

users 

groups

Cost reduction

Administrative

freedom

Easy-to-Deploy

REQUEST

In major cities, and specifically in the Italian metropolis of

this example, traffic changes are announced to citizens

through posts on the municipality website. Those

announcements are in list form and, in special cases like

the visit of the Pope, they are long and complex. The

requirement is to provide to the citizens an immediate and

simplified reading of the closed areas.

SOLUTION

The Innovation and Transition to Digital service of the city,

along with the System House that oversees the IT section of

the municipal companies are introducing Spectrum Spatial

to communicate with the citizens with interactive maps

easily accessible from any device, especially in case of

emergency and events.

Spectrum Spatial can bring further advantages in the

disclosure of information for Civil protection, Municipal

Police, School service, etc.

USE CASE
MAJOR ITALIAN CITY



REQUEST

The investigators, following a report by a citizen, inquire about a criminal group involved

in drug dealing and need to verify the movements of some suspects in order to trace

back how drug entered the country and to find out the hierarchy of the criminal group.

SOLUTION

The analysis of the phone records of the suspects though the use of PhoneLog®

allowed the investigators to locate the port used to get drug into the country. The

research allowed to verify communication between some of these suspects, near

the port, in specific hours and days of the week.

Moreover, the PhoneLog® application allowed to identify further subjects

belonging to the criminal group and, at the same time, the hierarchy of that

group.

USE CASE

SecurCube is an Italian reality, founded in 2012, specialized in designing, developing and training of technologies for computer forensic at an

international level.

In detail, the company focus is based on a array of hardware and software solutions dedicated to the analysis of phone records (CDR - Call Detail

Record), to the measuring of real coverage for cellphone towers (BTS - Base Transceiver Station) and, last but not least, to the verification about the

presence of active IMSI Catcher instrumentation on sensitive and strategic targets. It provides also the service of the forensic laboratory with data

extraction and analysis from electronic devices, and consultancy mainly supporting activities of criminal police and experts in the field.

PhoneLog® software to examine phone records is the result of collaboration with the law enforcement officers through daily investigation needs. The

system offers a multi-level analysis of the digital forensic sources, with a clear methodology aimed to findings of fact, like digital alibi and the habits of the

screened subject. The software is marked by a simple and intuitive interface that guides the investigator in the analysis of the imported evidence,

facilitating the use for minor commands and for specialized groups.

DRUG DEAL



USE CASES

REQUEST

The company needed to manage in a quick

and efficient way most of its conversations

with customers that were expressed in a

series of simple and repetitive messages,

without losing the empathy of the conversation

with an operator. This way, it would provide an

assistance service at any hour and in a short

time.

SOLUTION

Userbot is available on the social channels of the

company and it will be soon on their website as

well. The tailor-made solution of Userbot allowed

the company to gain a huge edge in terms of time

and resources. The company could employ its

resources in an efficient way and guarantee a

better and better service, improving the

satisfaction of its customers.

REQUEST

The society needed badly to streamline the

process to provide support for company

software by its employees. The technical

support was always helping to solve the same

problems, giving the same tips, reminding the

same directions. Simple recommendations,

even written, would be difficult to search.

SOLUTION

Userbot is a chatbot customizable solution based on Artificial 

Intelligence, tailor made (Userbot Enterprise) or d.i.y. (Userbot

Essential), allowing the companies to talk with people in a simple and 

automated way.

Thanks to the multiple possibilities provided by Userbot, the company 

can control the whole flow of conversation with customers or 

associates from a single and intuitive management panel. The various 

possibilities include:

• starting a new conversation at the right moment, 24/7, and with the 

right message;

• answer automatically to most questions thanks to the power of 

proprietary AI;

• gather contacts, profile customers and build completely customize 

relations.

When everything is interconnected, the company can 

maximize its results: Userbot can be perfectly integrated 

with any application or web service (Facebook, Twitter, 

Slack, etc.) and can connect with any company system.

The goal of Userbot is to simplify the management of 

conversations for the company, meeting the performance 

targets and improving the end user experience.

TELECOMMUNICATION COMPANY

LEGAL ADVICE COMPANY

Userbot was adopted to simplify the management of

their own internal procedures, providing immediate

support to their employees. The whole know-how of

the company is now available in a smart chat that

answers in a quick and accurate way to any question

asked directly in the management software their

employees already used.



USE CASE
Retail sector asian company

Nutanix allows the IT teams to easily create and manage powerful 

multi-cloud architectures.

The Enterprise Cloud OS software offers a complete and detailed view 

of the infrastructure, included public and private clouds; it provides a 

single control point to manage the IT infrastructure and the application 

on any scale.

Processing, virtualization, 

filing, networking, and 

security in a single 

infrastructure, to feed any 

application with infinite 

scalability 

Hyperconvergence

Cloud and 

platform

services

Cloud automation

and concentration

Data filing

and 

protection

REQUEST

SOLUTION

The retailer was impacted by digital transformation, since physical end e-

commerce retailers make heavy use of technology to create a seamless

omnichannel interaction.

Anyway, their previous IT infrastructure could not keep up to the sector

requests. The obsolescence of legacy systems was still the main problem for

the retailers.

The Nutanix Enterprise Cloud platform helped the seller to face these

problems, providing an infrastructural solution suited to its needs, easy to

manage, cheap end able to produce a higher return on investments

compared to the traditional approach of server, storage and virtualization,

actually halving the costs.



The CAST technology combines architectural and engineering 

evaluation to examine how the components of an application interact 

and work among technological levels, data structures and software 

systems. 

It’s the ideal solution for organizations that develop mission critical 

applications.

USE CASES

REQUEST SOLUTION

REQUEST

The company observed that the time

needed by the development team for bug

fixing was bound to increase from 15% to

30%. It was clear that they should address

the issue of software quality, otherwise the

team would soon be dedicating 100% of

their time to bug fixing. So we decided to

launch a major step ahead in quality

management.

SOLUTION

Analysis of 

baseline 

applications

Understanding 

of composition 

and integrity of 

an application 

Evaluation of 

applications for 

the migration in 

cloud

Software 

engineering

DEFENCE, AEROSPACE AND SECURITY COMPANY

EUROPEAN FINANCE SERVICES MULTINATIONAL COMPANY

The most important goal of the company

was reducing the application risks during

development, i.e. the capability to measure

the state of existing applications, perform

new evaluations during the changes of

processes, monitor requirements and find

out flows in the initial stages of

development; another goal is about

controlling development costs and software

maintenance.

The company purchased the CAST platform

in June 2017 and completed the integration

in the chain of engineering system in

September, carrying out analysis activities

on a first group of applications. In April of

the following year, the application analysis

was accelerated and the company started

dedicated training sessions and workshops

about methodologies of Automated

Function Point.

The company started a project to keep under

control the quality of software using the

CAST platform. The success of this project

provided a considerable saving of time

dedicated to bug correction and an increase

in the satisfaction of the customers. There

was an overall significant increase in quality,

a reduction in risks and a decrease in yearly

costs of about 20% in 3 years.



REQUEST

There was the need to carry out operations of data center

virtualization, i.e. transitioning from a physical system to a

virtual system. In a physical system, a classic server bare

metal has a single operative system and so it’s able to

provide a limited range of services. In the event of

breakage, it would not have been possible to restore the

services provided until it was repaired, so that the RPO

times are increased.

SOLUTION

Through native Vmware solutions, all peripheral data

centers of the company have been centralized on 2 primary

data centers in disaster recovery, one over the other,

allowing to reduce costs in terms of maintenance, energetic

costs and space. It also allowed a simpler and more

effective monitoring of the entire IT infrastructure, simplifying

also the application and the monitoring of company security

policies. The management of the entire infrastructure is now

centralized and can easily managed by the technicians.

Since it’s easily scalable, it responds in a simple a quick

way to business dynamics in terms of computational needs.

USE CASE

Leader in virtualization of networks, servers, clients and applications.

VmWare transforms and optimizes IT infrastructures, simplifying their management also in a in-cloud environment 

(hybrid or multi-cloud). VmWare allows the transition from work and management of separate infrastructural 

components to a pool system that can be managed in an holistic way. 

It’s the ideal suite to increase efficiency in IT management and to improve systems security.

LEADING DEFENCE, AEROSPACE AND SECURITY 

COMPANY



REQUEST

Starting with a need of a remote monitoring for sites hosting their

own radio station and others belonging to other mobile operators,

the company aimed to know in real time the operating state of

various existing devices and to receive timely notices in case of

malfunctioning or unexpected events.

SOLUTION

Thanks to the adoption of the Galooli Power solution, the

company acquired a series of field gateways installed in sites

where different equipment had been connected (power stations,

air conditioning systems, environmental sensors, etc.); at the end

of gathering and standardization of data coming from the

aforementioned equipment, thanks to a series of dashboards to

view key indicators and alerts, the Galooli solution allowed to

monitor in real time the state of remote sites.

Galooli offers advanced hardware e software solutions, that 

allow an effective and efficient management of the remote 

resources, from telecommunication towers to automotive 

industry, through a single integrated smart platform.

The solutions adapt to specific needs in every sector, allowing 

the customers to make decisions based on data, increasing 

productivity and efficiency, and translating the result in an 

actual return on investment.

USE CASE

Real time alarm

system

Tested

prevention of 

thefts

Multi-level

security

CCTV video-

surveillance

system

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT U.S. COMPANY



USE CASE

MongoDB is an open-source database document-oriented; its strengths are:

• Scalability: when the traffic on the site/app increases, also the requests to the database will increase;

• Availability: web application always available, even if the server cannot be reached;

• Flexibility: the project can adapt dynamically in any moment.

MongoDB follows a method of free scheme data memorization, ideal for solutions based on a large amount 

of diverse data. The used method can be applied to many kinds of data, that have to be processed quickly 

and saved. 

It allows also an horizontal scalability, almost unlimited, so that it can easily distributed all database on 

multiple servers with no harm on functionality.

SOLUTION

Thanks to its flexibility, dynamism and scalability,

MongoDB allowed to manage the large amount of

data from the app. It also allowed to create diverse

data groups inside the database (i.e. the figure of

daily temperature from a meteorological service, in

the moment when it is recognized by the database, is

automatically inserted in the Meteo group).

TEMPORARY INSURANCES APP

REQUEST

The application is the first in the world to use

blockchain to subscribe insurances and memorize

data with maximum safety.

The team called to intervene needed to managed

the amount of data generated following the

stipulation of the insurance of the single user.

A notification system was also required, about the

location and the risk factor based on external events

(meteorological, crime, traffic, etc.).



The company had various needs before adopting Micro Focus:Micro Focus supports the customers in running the legacy systems like innovative

developments, transformation management, risk minimization.

The operating environments of Micro Focus are:

• DevOps, development of solutions in view of «deploy automation & control»

devoted to cohabitation and transition between waterfall e agile methods;

• Hybrid IT that has in its portfolio ex HP Software components for the

management of servers, services and orchestration;

• Supports that are useful for GDPR, in order to guarantee data protection and

identity management according to current legislation;

• Testing with a precise organization of the reference supply chain with tools to

measure efficiency.

Producing regular 

progress reports

Measuring test 

performances

Introducing and 

spreading methods 

and tools for the test

Loading and management of test plans and also tracking of

defects/anomalies, customization of reports on specific instructions of the

customer, management of KPI.

The scope of intervention provided a functional and integration testing

(Manual Testing), a production of the testing scripts (Test Automation), a

production of the testing scripts (Performance Test), user support (UAT

testing), support to use of tools.

USE CASE

Providing testing services 

spreading a shared 

method for testing

Enabling the continuous 

improvement of the 

testing process

COMPANY OPERATING IN THE 

POSTAL SERVICE

REQUEST

SOLUTION



REQUEST

The company needed to guarantee a high availability of its

systems, database and critical apps, in an automatic way, ensuring

high quality and continuity of service, a constant operating

efficiency.

SOLUTION

The usage of Veritas Netbackup technologies allows to facilitate

tuning and management of backup infrastructures, designing and

implementing all the activities with a view of Data Centers

centralization, in order to guarantee maximum protection and

availability of data in case of disaster.

The current technology, able to replace previous versions of

appliance, allows to concentrate all infrastructures and connection

points in backup setting in a single item, with remarkable

advantages in terms of management, cost reduction and provision

of service.

The Veritas solution allows a complete management of data,

starting from protection that guarantees backup and restoration

of workloads, to seamless data migration, to a from the cloud (or

multi-cloud).

Veritas guarantees the compliance to the GDPR through a

qualifying evaluation and a complete visibility of data removing

the risk of leaving hidden internal data.

USE CASE

SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS

360° DATA 

MANAGEMENT 
NETBACKUP

LEADING DEFENCE, AEROSPACE AND SECURITY 

COMPANY
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